Male Recreational:
1- Christopher Lucido (Brevard College)
2- Brandon Lee (WCU)
3- Joshua Crickard (WCU)

Male Intermediate:
1- Alex Chin (Warren Wilson College)
2- Joshua Clark (NC State)
3- Jack Dills (Brevard College)

Male Advanced:
1- Sean Reckert (Warren Wilson College)
2- Sean Stevens (NC State)
3- Evan Williams (WCU)

Male Open:
1- Gabe McKenzie (Warren Wilson College)
2- A Carter Smith (Appalachian State)

Female Recreational:
1- Laura Peterson (Brevard College)
2- Lauren Miller (WCU)
3- Shayla Nicholson (WCU)

Female Intermediate:
1- Caitlin Hines (WCU- and BCC staff member!)
2- Nikki McArthur (NC State)
3- Taylor Stack (WCU)